United time-frequency spectroscopy for dynamics and global structure
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Ultrashort laser pulses have thus far been used in two distinct modes. In the time
domain, the pulses have allowed probing and manipulation of dynamics on a sub-
picosecond timescale. More recently, phase stabilization has produced optical
frequency combs with absolute frequency reference across a broad bandwidth. Here
we combine these two applications in a spectroscopic study of Rb atoms. A wide-
bandwidth, phase-stabilized femtosecond laser is used to monitor the real-time
dynamic evolution of population transfer. Coherent pulse accumulation and quantum
interference effects are observed and well modeled by theory. At the same time, the
narrow linewidth of individual comb lines permits a precise and efficient
determination of the global energy level structure, providing a direct connection
among the optical, terahertz, and radio frequency domains. The mechanical action of
the optical frequency comb on the atomic sample is explored and controlled, leading to precision spectroscopy with a significant reduction in systematic errors.

**Introduction.** Ultrashort laser pulses have given a remarkably detailed picture of photophysical dynamics. In studies of alkali atoms \((I)\) and diatomics \((2)\) in particular, coherent wave packet motion has been observed and even actively controlled. However, the broad bandwidth of these pulses has prevented a simultaneous high precision measurement of state energies. At the expense of losing any direct observation or control of coherent dynamics, precision spectroscopy enabled by continuous wave \((\text{cw})\) lasers has been one of the most important fields of modern scientific research, providing the experimental underpinning of quantum mechanics and quantum electrodynamics.

This trade-off between the time and frequency domains might seem fundamental, but in fact it results from pulse to pulse phase fluctuations in laser operation. The recent introduction of phase-stabilized, wide-bandwidth frequency combs based on mode-locked femtosecond lasers has provided a direct connection between these two domains \((3, 4)\). Many labs have constructed frequency combs establishing optical frequency markers directly linked to a microwave or optical standard, covering a variety of spectral intervals. Atomic and molecular structural information can now be probed over a broad spectral range, with vastly improved measurement precision and accuracy enabled by
this absolute frequency-based approach (5). One of the direct applications is the development of optical atomic clocks (6-8). To date, however, traditional cw laser-based spectroscopic approaches have been essential to all of these experiments, with frequency combs serving only as reference rulers (9).

Here we take advantage of the phase stable femtosecond pulse train to bridge the fields of high resolution spectroscopy and ultrafast dynamics. This approach of Direct Frequency Comb Spectroscopy (DFCS) uses light from a comb of appropriate structure to directly interrogate a multitude of atomic levels and to study time-dependent quantum coherence. DFCS allows time-resolved studies of coherent and incoherent dynamics: We demonstrate coherent pulse accumulation, quantum interference, and global incoherent optical pumping. At the same time, DFCS exploits massively parallel spectral probing in the frequency domain with a comb bandwidth spanning tens to hundreds of terahertz (10), providing a systematic-free connection among various spectroscopic windows of interest. The optical coherence of a phase-stabilized pulse train provides a spectral resolving power approaching that of state-of-the-art cw lasers.

Two-Photon DFCS. Our experimental prototype system to study DFCS is a set of two-photon transitions from the ground state $5S_{1/2}$ to the excited $5D_{3/2}$ and $5D_{5/2}$ states in laser-cooled $^{87}$Rb atoms (Fig. 1). The dipole-allowed intermediate states, $5P_{3/2}$ and $5P_{1/2}$, are located ~2 and 17 nm below the energy-degenerate virtual level for the two-photon transition, respectively. The lifetime of the $5P$ intermediate states is 27 ns, and the lifetime of the $5D$ states is 240 ns. Also shown (not to scale) is a regularly spaced comb of optical
frequencies corresponding to that of the laser. The bandwidth associated with the femtosecond pulse is sufficiently broad that many fine and hyperfine atomic states can be excited by tuning the relevant comb components into resonance. Thus one laser is used to measure the global energy level structure while monitoring real-time transition dynamics of the atomic system.

The optical frequency of a particular comb mode can be expressed as $\nu_n = n f_r + f_0$, where $f_r$ is the pulse repetition rate, $f_0$ is the carrier-envelope offset frequency, and $n$ is an integer on the order of $10^6$. Ultra-low phase noise radio frequency oscillators or ultra-stable lasers are used to control the optical comb (11). The sum frequency of the light from two comb lines labeled by $m$ and $n$ is given by $\nu_{2\gamma} = (m+n) f_r + 2 f_0$. There are several hundred thousand comb pairs $(m, n)$ that yield the same sum frequency and thus could contribute to the transition amplitude when $\nu_{2\gamma}$ is resonant with the two-photon transition ($\delta_{SD} \sim 0$ as shown in Fig. 1). However, it is necessary to consider the intermediate 5P states that provide resonant enhancement. When one of the comb lines is tuned near resonance with one of the 5S - 5P transitions ($\delta_{SP} \sim 0$ as shown in Fig. 1), the resonant enhancement causes the corresponding pair to make the dominant contribution to the two-photon transition over all of the other pairs. The dominance is reinforced by destructive quantum interference between comb pairs symmetrically detuned on either side of the P-state resulting in $\sim 180^\circ$ phase difference (12). For the non-resonant configuration of comb modes detuned $\pm k f_r/2$ ($k \geq 1$, odd integer) away from the P-state, with all pairs satisfying the two-photon resonance, the transition amplitudes associated with $(+k)$ and $(-k)$ modes will again destructively interfere. However, there will be a net non-resonant contribution due mainly
to the existence of multiple P-states that break the symmetry of the comb distribution. This destructive interference can be made constructive by flipping the spectral phase about the P-state (12). Given the two degrees of freedom associated with $f_r$ and $f_0$, it is always possible to tune a comb to satisfy the two-photon as well as single-photon resonance with any desired intermediate P state. Phase coherence among transition pathways excited by different combinations of comb modes can cause multi-path–quantum-interference effects on the transition probability. The two-photon-transition spectrum is obtained by scanning $f_r$ or $f_0$; their precisely known values, along with $(m, n)$, determine all relevant atomic energy levels in absolute terms.

Traditionally, Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy has been carried out with two equal-frequency cw laser beams propagating in opposite directions. The two-photon transition rate was resonantly enhanced via available intermediate states using either two different excitation laser frequencies (13) or high-velocity atomic beams (14). High-resolution two-photon spectroscopy using picosecond pulsed light, hence without any significant intermediate state interaction or absolute frequency reference, has been previously demonstrated (15, 16).

The preceding discussion in the frequency domain, based on an interpretation of the laser spectrum as a set of discrete lines, is complemented by the time-domain multi-pulse interaction picture, also depicted in Fig. 1. The pulse-to-pulse optical coherence gives the spectrum its discrete nature, and the time over which optical coherence is maintained determines the width of each line in the comb. The relevant laser parameters for describing
the interaction are the inter-pulse period \( \tau = 1/f_r \), the carrier envelope phase evolution between successive pulses \( \Delta \phi \), the pulse duration and its associated area. For times short compared to the atomic decoherence time, the femtosecond pulse train drives the atomic coherence in phase such that a multiple-pulse excitation is coherently built up for resonant atomic states. At longer times, however, the coherence in the optical field can no longer be transferred to the atom due to the finite atomic coherence time. Incoherent processes such as optical pumping then govern the population transfer dynamics. This multi-pulse interference, combined with a large pulse bandwidth, gives an interesting variation and generalization of the traditional Ramsey technique.

**Modeling coherent interactions.** The interaction of the femtosecond comb with the atoms was modeled via the Liouville equation for the density matrix of all the atomic states in the laser bandwidth accessible through two-photon absorption, with radiative relaxation included via phenomenological decay terms. The density matrix equations were solved using a perturbative expansion in the field to fourth order. With the approximation of impulsive optical excitation during the pulse, followed by free evolution and decay, an iterative procedure was used to determine the state of the atomic system after any number of pulses \((17, 18)\). The model includes the fine and hyperfine structure of the 5S, 5P, and 5D states, with the Zeeman substructure averaged for linear polarization. A theoretical transition spectrum was constructed with energy level information provided by literature, against which we present a comparison with our own measurements. In the simulation, we used calculated oscillator strengths and Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for all involved transition pathways in an effort to accurately predict the relative signal strengths. This
general set of Bloch-type equations, evolving from one pulse to the next, leads to a global picture of coherent population accumulation and incoherent optical pumping.

Temporal coherent control is best manifested in the 5D coherent population accumulation and transition linewidth evolution, which through the coherent interaction with the train of femtosecond pulses reach their asymptotic limits imposed by the atomic decoherence. The model results (Fig. 2), under the condition of a small pulse area, illustrate the impact of pulse accumulation on signal strength and spectral linewidth. The on-resonance 5D population increases as the square of the number of pulses until reaching approximately the decoherence time, 480 ns for the 5D states (Fig. 2 (a)). This rapid population increase is accompanied by the narrowing of the resolution linewidth (Fig. 2(b)), analogous to the spatial resolution and power density scaling versus the number of slits in a multi-slit experiment. Experimentally we have verified both aspects of this coherent pulse accumulation effect. The effect of quadratic increase of the excited state population versus the accumulated number of pulses can be further enhanced with a larger $f_r$. At long time scales, the global incoherent population transfer has been observed to obey the model prediction.

**Experimental method.** The experiment was performed with an optical frequency comb (emitted from a 20 fs, 100 MHz repetition-rate, mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser) centered at 780 nm with a FWHM bandwidth of $\sim$ 55 nm ($\sim$ 26 THz). There is approximately 200 nW of power in the comb lines resonant with the S-P and P-D transitions. The light was typically focused to a beam waist of 130 micrometers, giving an on-axis intensity of
approximately 0.8 mW/cm$^2$ in each comb line. For time-resolved studies, the sample was exposed to light by a liquid crystal shutter with a 30 microsecond response time.

The atomic source was a cloud of $^{87}$Rb trapped and cooled in a vapor-cell magneto optical trap (MOT). In order to minimize magnetic fields during data acquisition, we extinguished the trapping quadrupole magnetic field 2 ms prior to application of the light from the frequency comb, and held the atoms in an optical molasses ($\sim$ 20 $\mu$K) during this time. The residual magnetic field was compensated by nulling the Zeeman frequency shifts of the two-photon transitions in all three directions using three pairs of bias coils. We extinguished the molasses beams prior to applying the comb light.

A cw repumping laser controlled the initial populations of the two ground state hyperfine levels. During the actual probing period, the femtosecond comb itself acts as a repumper, allowing one to maintain a stable population in the initial ground state. The population in the 5D state decays to the 6P state, and the subsequent fluorescent decay at 420 nm from 6P to 5S was detected with a photomultiplier, used in photon counting mode. The counts were then binned on a multichannel analyzer with a typical integration time of 10 $\mu$s and this signal was averaged over hundreds of 20-ms MOT cycles.

**Scanning $f_r$ gives a full spectrum.** Figure 3 shows the two-photon transition spectrum obtained by scanning $f_r$ for a fixed value of $f_0$ using linearly polarized light. Also shown is the corresponding theoretical spectrum for the set of parameters used in the experiment. The two insets show signal magnitude on a logarithmic scale to enhance the visibility of the
smaller peaks. A total of 39 pathways and 14 transitions have been identified for the $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 5D_{3/2}$ and $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 5D_{5/2}$ two-photon resonances. The optical frequency for the two-photon transitions is $\sim 770$ THz, an $f_r$ harmonic on the order of $7.7 \times 10^6$. Therefore, the two-photon resonance condition is satisfied every time $f_r$ is changed by $\sim 13$ Hz, corresponding to a change in the comb frequency by $f_r/2$ for the mode orders around $3.85 \times 10^6$. However, the data (Fig. 3) clearly show that the larger, one-photon resonantly enhanced peaks repeat after a change of $f_r$ by $\sim 26$ Hz. As mentioned earlier, for the resonantly enhanced peaks the pair of comb modes that is actually tuned onto the $5S - 5P$ and $5P - 5D$ resonances makes the dominant contribution to the two-photon transition rate. The peak corresponding to non-resonant excitation of the $5S_{1/2} (F=2) \rightarrow 5P_{3/2} (F=3) \rightarrow 5D_{5/2} (F=4)$ transition, made possible by the collective action of many comb modes, is larger than that theoretically predicted because the comb spectral phase is not flat and the comb spectrum is not symmetric around the P-state; thus the destructive interference mentioned earlier is reduced. Furthermore, as the detuning from the P-state becomes greater than a few THz, the effect of phase mismatching between comb pairs over the spatial dimension of the MOT can be non-negligible.

DFCS enables us to measure all of the allowed single and two-photon transitions within the laser bandwidth by a quick scan of $f_r$, thus eliminating the need for a broadly tunable and absolutely referenced cw laser. The two resonance peaks observed in the experimental spectrum that are not present in the theory model are due to the $5S_{1/2} \rightarrow 7S_{1/2}$ two-photon transition. For this $f_r$ scan the initial ground state population is in $F=2$. At longer times (blue
curves) all the transitions starting on F=2 are decreasing in amplitude compared to shorter timescales (red curves) due to ground state population redistribution and heating. Most of the F=1 peaks remain unchanged or become larger. Our density-matrix simulation accounts for the time dependence of the shutter response and optical pumping dynamics, but does not include any heating effects. The signal size shown in Fig. 3 has been normalized against the square of the probe power. Not surprisingly, both theory and experiment reveal that the most dominant transition pathway is $5S_{1/2} (F=2) \rightarrow 5P_{3/2} (F=3) \rightarrow 5D_{5/2} (F=4)$, which is the only closed transition.

The relative size of the features in Fig. 3 after any fixed number of pulses reflects intermediate state resonant enhancement as well as population transfer. Thus the spectrum contains all of the fine and hyperfine structure pertinent to the 5D states, while spectroscopy of the P states is performed via their resonant enhancement of the two-photon transition as a function of $\delta_{SP}$. We defer further discussion of the P-state spectroscopy, however, until we have explored two important sources of possible systematic error: the mechanical action of the light on the atoms and AC Stark shifts.

**Mechanical action of the probe.** While the sub-Doppler temperature established by polarization-gradient cooling provides an ideal initial condition for spectroscopy, it cannot be expected to survive the momentum transferred by the light from the comb. At best, the mean square momentum will increase, leading to Doppler broadening. Worse, the momentum acquired may lead to systematic shifts in the resonance line positions. Thus we
seek to understand momentum transfer from the comb and to mitigate its effects insofar as possible.

We expect that the momentum transfer is dominated by the interaction of the comb mode closest to resonance with the 5S-5P transition, given that the radiative decay rate of the 5P-5S transition is an order of magnitude greater than that of 5D-5P, and the population largely resides in the 5S state. For ease of modeling, we used a single beam (traveling wave) configuration, and chose a comb structure such that the closed 5S<sub>1/2</sub> (F=2) → 5P<sub>3/2</sub> (F=3) → 5D<sub>5/2</sub> (F=4) transition is dominant. The temporal signal evolution is shown in Fig. 4 for the initial detunings of δ<sub>SP</sub> = 0 (○), δ<sub>SP</sub> = 1 MHz (▽), and δ<sub>SP</sub> = 2 MHz (◇). In the fully resonant case (○), the delayed signal peak at 30 microseconds reflects the switching time of our liquid crystal shutter. The subsequent decay arises as the accumulated momentum transfer gradually blue-shifts the atoms out of two-photon resonance. Although the S – P transition controls the mechanical action, the two photon resonance condition plays a more decisive role in the observed signal decay due to the ten-times-narrower D state linewidth. When δ<sub>SP</sub> = 1 MHz (▽), the atoms, initially with δ<sub>SP</sub> = 2 MHz, will only reach the peak of the two-photon resonance after they have reached the velocity at which the Doppler shift compensates the initial detuning. Beyond this velocity, the signal contribution decreases. Similarly, when δ<sub>SP</sub> = 2 MHz (◇), the signal peaks still later.

All three experimental results agree well with our theory (solid lines in Fig. 4) based on a simple two-level dissipative light force model. The peak position is determined by the scattering rate, photon recoil, and the initial detunings. The width and shape of the peak are
associated with the stochastic nature of radiation pressure, the intensity variation over the radial beam profile, and the finite laser linewidth. It is evident that the force exerted on an atom by the optical comb is well modeled by the radiation pressure due to a single comb mode tuned close to the 5S-5P resonance.

As a first step in mitigating the effect of light-induced momentum transfer, we used intensity-balanced counter-propagating beams. Despite the fact that the pulses do not overlap temporally inside the atomic cloud, they do interact with the same group of atoms within the atomic coherence time, leading to a signal enhancement by a factor of four compared to the single beam case. Again we studied the momentum transfer associated with the $5S_{1/2} (F=2) \rightarrow 5P_{3/2} (F=3) \rightarrow 5D_{5/2} (F=4)$ transition, fixing $f_r$ and scanning $f_0$. Figures 5 (a) and (b) show the time evolutions of the detected signal as $f_0$ is swept, for two different detuning conditions. When $f_0$ is tuned to the two-photon resonance peak, $\delta_{SP} = 0$ in Fig. 5 (a) and $\delta_{SP} = -4$ MHz in Fig. 5 (b). As $f_0$ is scanned to recover the resonance lineshape, the value of $\delta_{SP}$ changes. It is clear that the directed momentum transfer seen in Fig. 4 is greatly suppressed, and the heating is more evident. For the case of $\delta_{SP} \approx 0$, the lineshape profile centered at 300 µs (Fig. 5 (c), black circle) shows a marked asymmetry. This feature is easily understood, as the comb lines are tuned blue relative to both the 5S – 5P and 5S – 5D resonances, although the detuning of 5S – 5P is less dramatic because its linewidth is an order of magnitude larger. Thus, Doppler heating accompanies the probe of the blue side of the two-photon resonance.
For the case of $\delta_{SP} \approx -4$ MHz, the intermediate state detuning is always red as the two-photon resonance is probed. The red-detuned comb mode helps to maintain a symmetric absorption lineshape even after 300 $\mu$s, as confirmed by the corresponding profile (Fig. 5 (c), red square). Thus, a judicious choice of comb structure can help to mitigate the heating of the sample caused by the probing beam. From Fig. 5 (a) and (b) we also observe quite different signal decay rates versus observation time. A reduced signal decay rate attributed to less heating in the red-detuned case compared to the blue detuned case is reflected in the asymmetric curve around $\delta_{SP} = 0$ (Fig. 5 (d)).

**AC Stark shift.** Another systematic source of error is the light-induced AC-Stark shift on various atomic states to be measured. In order to assess this effect in the presence of many comb modes, we again took advantage of the flexibility in control of $f_r$ and $f_0$ to vary $\delta_{SP}$ while keeping $\delta_{SD}$ nearly zero for the closed transition. In this near-resonance step-wise transition case, a non-vanishing value of $\delta_{SP}$ causes a shift in the measured two-photon transition frequency (19). To clearly distinguish the AC-Stark shift from mechanical actions, the power of the pulses was gradually increased as the laser shutter opened. For both $\delta_{SP} = +4$ MHz ($\triangle$) and $\delta_{SP} = -4$ MHz ($\square$) cases, the AC Stark shifts are present as soon as the laser is turned on and the transition frequency shift follows the time-evolution of the peak power of the pulse train (Fig. 6 (a)). When $\delta_{SP} = 0$ ($\circ$), the measured AC Stark shift is close to zero when the shutter just opens. The frequency shift measured at later times is attributed to the accumulated photon momentum transfer, which is reduced in the detuned cases. Again, the solid lines represent theoretical results obtained from a simple model of the AC-Stark shifts and mechanical action. The asymmetry in frequency shift
between the red and blue detunings is caused by the presence of other 5P hyperfine states which also perturb the 5S-5D transition.

Although the laser spectrum spans roughly 26 THz, the obtained spectroscopic resolution approaches the atomic natural linewidth. This level of resolution is a result of the use of ultracold atoms and careful control of the phase-stabilized comb parameters, stray magnetic fields, light-induced shifts and photon-momentum transfer. We typically measured two-photon linewidths on the order of 1 MHz, which is consistent with the convolution of the natural linewidth of 660 kHz and the laser technical linewidth of 300 kHz. The measured transition linewidth is slightly smaller for red detuning (\(\delta_{SP} = -4\) MHz) than blue detuning (at the same \(|\delta_{SP}|\) value) with the same probe power, again showing the benign effect of mechanical action by the red-detuned comb mode.

**Absolute frequency measurement.** With the understanding of systematic effects, we have analyzed spectra similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6 (a) to construct a table of absolute transition frequencies from 5S to 5P and to 5D (Table 1). Some representative transition frequencies are determined directly from the comb structure and given in the table, along with comparisons to available published values (20-22). Without any prior information of the 7S energy levels, we have also determined their absolute transition frequencies (23) by scanning the resonances for two sufficiently different values of \(f\) to determine the corresponding comb mode numbers. A single optical comb thus provides atomic structural information in the optical, terahertz, and radio frequency spectral domains. The measurement accuracy is currently a few kHz to a few tens of kHz for the D
states and of order one hundred kHz for the P states, comparable to the highest resolution
cw-laser based measurements. To determine the absolute frequencies of the 5S – 5P
transition we have scanned the P-state directly, using a set of $f_i$ and $f_0$ pairs that have a
range of detunings from the P-state and are all two-photon resonant. Retrieving the actual
P-state lineshape requires normalization based on our density matrix model to remove the
optical pumping caused by varying detunings from other P states.

**Implications and application of DFCS.** The resolution of DFCS can be improved by
locking the femtosecond laser to a cavity that has been used to reduce the linewidth to
below 100 Hz (24). Similarly, a larger signal can be obtained by using a laser with a higher
repetition rate; for example, a 1 GHz laser with the same average power and spectral width
could increase the signal up to a 100 fold (25). One practical consequence of these results is
a method to control both degrees of freedom of the femtosecond comb directly by an
optical transition in cold atoms. Another interesting application of the demonstrated pulse
accumulation effect is laser cooling of atoms that require coherent UV light not easily
accessible by conventional laser sources (26). For general coherent control experiments,
pulse accumulation (when enabled by long coherence times) can complement spectral
amplitude and phase manipulations, leading to improved efficiency in population control
with the added spectral resolution due to multiple pulse interference. The precise and
phase-coherent pulse accumulation may prove particularly useful in efficiently populating
atomic Rydberg states for quantum information processing. Although the current
experiment involves two-photon transitions, the advantages of DFCS should apply equally
to single-photon and multi-photon excitations. Multiple ultrafast lasers with optical spectra
independently tailored for different spectroscopic features could be phase coherently
stitched together (27, 28) to further extend the utility of this approach.
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Table 1  Rb level structure from Direct Frequency Comb Spectroscopy. All values are obtained by extrapolating the line-center to zero probing time and power.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured Transition (from 5S_{1/2}, F=2)</th>
<th>Measured Frequency (kHz)</th>
<th>Literature Value (kHz) [^{20,21,22}]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5D_{5/2} F=2</td>
<td>770 569 184 527.9 (49.3)</td>
<td>770 569 184 510.4 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D_{5/2} F=3</td>
<td>770 569 161 560.5 (11.1)</td>
<td>770 569 161 555.6 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D_{5/2} F=4</td>
<td>770 569 132 748.8 (16.8)</td>
<td>770 569 132 732.6 (8.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D_{3/2} F=3</td>
<td>770 480 275 633.7 (12.7)</td>
<td>770 480 275 607.6 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5D_{3/2} F=2</td>
<td>770 480 231 393.9 (38.1)</td>
<td>770 480 231 385.2 (5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5P_{3/2} F=3</td>
<td>384 228 115 309.0 (63.0)</td>
<td>384 228 115 203.3 (5.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5P_{1/2} F=2</td>
<td>377 105 206 938.7 (179.0)</td>
<td>377 105 206 705.0 (400.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure Captions:

Fig. 1  Top: Schematic of the $^{87}$Rb energy levels participating in the 5S-5D two-photon transitions, and the frequency-domain perspective of the atom-light interaction. Bottom: Time-domain picture showing a sequence of mode-locked pulses, with the important interaction parameters $f_r$ and $\Delta \phi$. The inset at right shows the relevant "three-level" model used for construction of the Bloch equations to solve for population transfer dynamics. In particular, we show an example of the resonantly enhanced transition with detunings $\delta_{SP}$ and $\delta_{SD}$ for the pair of comb modes that makes the dominant contribution to the transition probability.

Fig. 2  (a) Left (right) axis shows calculated 5D population (linewidth) on resonance for the closed two-photon transition versus total number of accumulated pulses. The time between pulses is $\sim 10$ ns, and the system reaches its asymptotic values of signal amplitude and linewidth after $\sim 480$ ns. This theory plot illustrates that the DFCS resolution is limited only by the 5D natural linewidth. The quadratic fit to the 5D population at short times shows that the signal scales as the square of the number of pulses until atomic decoherence limits the coherent pulse accumulation. (b) The corresponding 5D resonance lineshape versus the number of pulses. In the first 10 pulses, the comb structure is not developed sufficiently to offer appreciable signal or resolution.
Fig. 3  Experimental (top panel) and simulated (bottom panel) two-photon spectra obtained with a frequency scan of $f_r$. Shifting $f_r$ by 26 Hz shifts the comb spectrum by 100 MHz, or $f_a$, approximately repeating the original comb structure. The changes in relative peak sizes from the spectrum obtained after 1280 pulses (in red) to that after 2720 pulses (in blue) illustrate population transfer dynamics by optical pumping as well as heating effects. All 28 possible $5S \rightarrow 5D$ two-photon transitions are observed, including resonantly enhanced and non-resonant cases. Two resonances in the data due to the $5S \rightarrow 7S$ transition are not included in our model.

Fig. 4  Momentum transferred by the optical frequency comb (in a single probe beam configuration) to the cold Rb atoms is observed via the time-dependent fluorescence signal from the 5D states. The optical comb has fixed values of $f_r$ and $f_0$ to achieve the desired detunings (with respect to atoms initially at rest) of $\delta_{SP} = \delta_{SD} = 0$ (black circles); $\delta_{SP} = 1$ MHz, $\delta_{SD} = 2$ MHz (blue triangles); and $\delta_{SP} = 2$ MHz, $\delta_{SD} = 4$ MHz (blue squares), respectively, for the dominant pair of comb modes.

Fig. 5  Time evolution of the 5D fluorescence signal lineshape showing the mechanical action of the optical comb for the case of two balanced counter-propagating probe beams. $f_r$ is fixed while $f_0$ is scanned over the 5D resonance profile. At the $f_0$ value corresponding to the expected line center, there are two cases of P-state detuning, (a) $\delta_{SP} \approx 0$ and (b) $\delta_{SP} \approx -4$ MHz. (c) A detailed comparison of the lineshape under the two detuning conditions after an interaction time of 300 $\mu$s. (d) The decay rate of the peak signal is reduced when the comb mode is tuned below,
rather than on or above, S – P resonance: thus appropriately engineered comb
modes can mechanically confine atoms for longer interrogation times.

Fig. 6 Measurement of the line center frequency and linewidth for the two-photon
transition, revealing frequency shifts from both the AC-Stark effect and mechanical
action. Extrapolating to zero interrogation time and zero power yields the corrected
atomic transition frequencies and the natural transition linewidths.
$E(t) = \frac{1}{\tau} \Delta \Phi = 2\pi \left( \frac{f_0}{f_r} \right) \omega_c$

$\nu = \frac{n f_r + f_0}{m f_r + f_0}$
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